TOP STATS ON WHY MAIL IS AN
EFFECTIVE MARKETING TOOL
KEY REASONS FOR ADDING MAIL TO THE MIX
SALES INCREASE WHEN YOU ADD
MAIL TO THE MIX

+27%

+40%

57%
45%

30%

ACQUISITION

CAMPAIGNS WITH MAIL

MAIL KEEPS A BRAND AND PRODUCT IN A
RECIPIENT’S HOME FOR AN AVERAGE OF…

27%

45
days

+104%
4.9%

42%

SALES

ALL LIFE STAGES RESP0ND
TO MAIL

bought or ordered
from direct mail in
past 12 months

2.4%

23%
22%
26%
30%
27%
26%
32%

Fledglings
Sharers
Couples
Young families
Older families
Empty nesters
Older retirees

MARKET SHARE
GROWTH %
CAMPAIGNS WITHOUT MAIL

17
days

for addressed
advertising mail

MAIL DRIVES PEOPLE ONLINE

As a direct
response to
receiving an item
of direct mail

for bills and
statements

38
days

92%

are driven to
online activity

43%

downloaded something

for door
drops

87%

are influenced to make
online purchases

86%
connected
with
business

54%

engaged with
social media

WHY MAIL CAN APPEAL TO ALL LIFE STAGES
FLEDGLINGS

SHARERS

COUPLES

+49%

38%
agree they are more
likely to look at mail that
is printed on high quality
materials

+32%
more likely to say they
trust information in print
than on the internet

YOUNG
FAMILIES

more likely to feel
reassured about a
company or product
after receiving mail

EMPTY
NESTERS

OLDER
RETIREES

52%

32%

72%

used a voucher in
past 12 months

renewed a product or
service subscription
as a result of mail

like receiving
mail if it is relevant
to them

39%

39%

budget for every
penny when household
shopping

are comfortable on
their current income

+52%

13%
tried a new product
as a result of mail

more likely to say
they ‘could not live
without internet on my
smartphone’

+75%

+92%
22%

more likely to
buy or order from
a door drop

more likely to have
responded using internet
on a smartphone/tablet

visited a store
as a result
of mail

TOP TIPS

OLDER
FAMILIES

Fledglings respond well to a clear call to action
Local businesses can use door drops to compete for new business
Leaflets that include vouchers and coupons can encourage store visits
Value-based messaging appeals to families with younger and older children
Personally addressed mail is more effective for empty nesters
because it is deemed more trustworthy

75%
would feel far less in
control without printed
copies of important
documents

Communicating good value via direct mail will engage retirees

EMOTIONAL IMPACT OF MAIL
MAIL MAKES PEOPLE THINK

MAIL HAS SOMETHING IMPORTANT TO SAY

60%

Kept them top of mind

60%

Reminded me about them

58%

Think about using them

57%

Think about them more positively
Understand product /service
Think they value customers

54%
53%

83%

Kept me up to date
Something new

65%

Explained what to do

64%

New product information
Offers and promotions

80%
of people said that they
can remember seeing or
reading some mail sent
to them in the last
four weeks

58%
57%

THE EMOTIONAL IMPACT OF MAIL VS EMAIL
MAIL EMAIL

63%

I am more likely to take seriously

57%

It makes me feel more valued

55%

18%
17%
25%

It gives me a better impression of that company

COMMERCIAL BENEFITS OF MAIL
MAIL ROI COMPARES WELL AGAINST
OTHER CHANNELS
6
4

CAMPAIGNS THAT INCLUDED MAIL WERE:

27%

more likely to deliver topranking sales performance
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40%

more likely to deliver topranking acquisition levels

MAIL DRIVES EFFECTIVENESS IN
MULTICHANNEL CAMPAIGNS

2.9x
Market share
growth for all
clients

3.4x

Market share
growth for service
sector

75%
of small businesses
that use direct
mail agree it offers
a good return on
investment

